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Figure 1. Lines drawn by the participants in the DIRECT, INDIRECT, HOMOGENOUS and HETEROGENOUS conditions, for both meticulous
and ballistic drawing. We observe greater irregularities and angle sectors with indirect techniques than with DIRECT in each drawing style,

which means worse drawing quality.

ABSTRACT
Pen-enabled devices are widely used in computer graph-
ics. Some artists use direct devices (interactive pen
displays) whereas others use indirect devices (graphics
tablets) and this applies to both professionals and hobby-
ists. In this paper we studied how indirect pen-enabled de-
vices affect drawing performance compared to their direct
counter-parts for novice users. We also studied the influ-
ence of gain for indirect pen-enabled devices. We consid-
ered no gain (i.e. C/D=1), a homogenous gain (gain=2 on
both the x and y axes) and a heterogenous gain (gain=2
on the x axis and gain=1 on the y axis). Results indicate
that drawing performance and quality decreased with in-
directness and with both homogeneous and heterogeneous
gains. In addition, we conducted a qualitative study show-
ing that participants preferred direct devices.
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INTRODUCTION
Digital pens are widely used in computer graphics for the
execution of various tasks: from simple 2D illustration to
3D painting, modeling or animating. By mimicking phys-
ical pens or brushes, digital pens are suitable for painting
and drawing: they offer a grip that allows efficient and ac-
curate control of the nib’s position, leaning and pressure.
Digital pens are used in two forms of interaction: direct
and indirect. Interactive pen displays support a direct in-
teraction in which the virtual ink is laid at the nib’s posi-
tion, much like with physical pens on paper (e.g. Figure 2,
left). Graphics tablets offer an indirect interaction where
the nib’s position and the ink are dissociated: the pen is
typically used on a horizontal tablet and controls a pointer
displayed on a vertical screen (e.g. Figure 2, right). Both
forms of interactions have benefits and drawbacks.

Direct pens appear as being more similar to physical pens
and paper than indirect pens. As such, users’ skills ac-
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Figure 2. Interactive pen display (direct interaction) vs. Graphics
tablet (indirect interaction)

quired in the physical world may transfer better to direct
pens compared to indirect pens, much in the same way that
physical skills transfer better to direct pointing compared
to indirect pointing [4]. However, direct interaction suf-
fers from the parallax resulting from the display thickness,
and from the partial occlusion of the display by the user’s
arm and hand. In addition, the motor and visual spaces
are superposed, which imply that the two spaces can not
be both set in their most comfortable orientation: prefer-
ably, the motor space should be horizontal so that the hand
can rest on the surface, while the visual space should be
vertical in order to reduce the neck’s strain. Moreover la-
tency perception has lower thresholds in direct input than
in indirect input [6] which implies a greater tolerance of
users to latency in indirect devices.

Indirect interaction enables the ideal orientation of both
motor and display spaces, it suppresses the problems of
parallax and occlusion, and it allows the use of a Con-
trol/Display (CD) gain that reduces the demand in phys-
ical displacements of the pen. However, this results in
a complex transformation between the motor and visual
spaces. Comprehending this transformation can be diffi-
cult for users and may hinder their ability to perform the
task. Indeed, comments from both novice and expert users
indicate that indirect digital pens are more difficult to han-
dle than direct pens, and that the difficulty results in lower
drawing quality. A major manufacturer of both direct and
indirect digital pens offers users to train on eye-hand coor-
dination in order to reduce the problem1. However, formal
studies are required to better understand the implications
of using either direct or indirect digital pen interaction,
especially for novice/hobbyist users since they have far
less practice and training than professionals. While pre-
vious research efforts studied the differences between di-
rect and indirect interaction [12, 16], direct and indirect
pens [7] and the effect of gain distortion [8], these stud-
ies focused on pointing performances. The present work
studies drawing performance and quality.

When pointing at targets, the pen’s trajectory can be ad-
justed until it reaches the target. This is not the case when
drawing since each adjustment will be visible on the re-
sulting stroke. As a consequence, drawing requires that
the user moves the cursor in the right direction at any time.
Drawing requires that the user is always aware of (1) the

1See “Eye-hand coordination exercise” in http://www.
wacom.eu/_bib_user/dealer/man_onebywacom_en.pdf

cursor’s position and (2) the direction of the cursor’s mo-
tion. In the case of direct interaction, (1) is provided by
the pen’s nib position while (2) corresponds to the motion
intended by the user (since display and motor space are in
the same frame of reference). In the case of indirect in-
teraction, (1) is supplied by cursor display while hovering
over the tablet and (2) is not available (since display and
motor space are not in the same frame of reference), (2)
can only be “approximatively” inferred from previous po-
sitions of the cursor. Our hypothesis is that the bad infer-
ence of (2) in indirect drawing leads to more adjustments
and to a lower quality of the trajectory compared to direct
drawing. This hypothesis is coherent with the experiment
from Forlines et al., which showed that pen crossing selec-
tion was less efficient in indirect interaction than in direct
interaction [7].

In this paper we present a study comparing the effect of
“directness” (i.e. either direct or indirect interaction) on
novice users’ drawing performance and production qual-
ity. In particular, we study a basic building block of
the more general drawing task: drawing oriented straight
lines, and we focus on the orientation of the lines. As
a secondary factor, we also study the effect of the gain
(i.e. no gain, homogeneous or heterogeneous) when us-
ing indirect interaction. The heterogeneous condition
was introduced because many graphics tablets with a 4/3
width/height ratio are still used with current computer
monitors that have 16/10 or 16/9 ratios.

The next section presents the related work on eye-hand
coordination and the quality of drawing productions. We
then detail our experiment, discuss its results and con-
clude.

RELATED WORK

Eye-hand coordination
Studies on the eye-hand coordination have been published
in neuroscience literature. In particular, these studies in-
form about the effect of the lack of coordination resulting
from the eye-hand dissociation in indirect drawing.

Vercher and al. showed that the arm proprioception has
an important role in the calibration of the temporal rela-
tionship between the arm and eye movements. They hy-
pothesize that dissociation may lead to a bad synchroniza-
tion between that eyes and the hand because of different
frames of reference [19] which is the case in indirect in-
teraction.

Ketcham et al. found a correlation between eye and hand
movement: they studied how they were related during
complex gestures and showed that the eyes were locked
around few locations of the hand trajectory, which corre-
spond to curvature maxima [11]. The eyes precede the
hand during the movement, and saccades occur when the
hand reaches minimum speed. More recently Gowen and
al. studied the eyes’ movements during a tracing task (e.g.
re-drawing directly on top of a model) and a drawing task
(eg. drawing without any model) [9]. They showed that
when tracing, the eyes are fixed slightly ahead of the pen
tip and go forward by small saccades. They refer to this
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behavior as close pursuit since the pen’s nib closely fol-
lows the trajectory of the eyes. Drawing implies a dif-
ferent behavior referred to as target locking: the eyes’
fixation is far ahead from the pen’s nib and remains sta-
ble until the nib reaches the neighborhood of the fixation.
There are fewer but longer fixations in this behaviour and
changes are made with large saccades. As we are inter-
ested in drawing tasks (i.e. not tracing), our study focuses
on the effect of the directness of the interaction on the tar-
get locking behavior.

Tchalenko’s studied eye movements when drawing simple
lines [18]. He showed that the target locking behavior was
induced when participants had to draw a straight line from
a displayed origin to a non-displayed target. The location
of the target was guessed by the participant according to
surrounding elements in the canvas, such as the intersec-
tion of the prolongations of two segments. We defined our
experimental task following Tchalenko’s, and in particu-
lar we did not display the actual target of the drawing task.
Tchalenko did not find any difference between the behav-
ior of novice and professional designers. In addition, he
found that the eyes’ movement strategy was the same for
straight lines and curves. This last finding was confirmed
by Reina and al who found that the eyes’s movement dur-
ing curve drawing was an iteration of target lockings at the
location of maximum curvature [15]. These results indi-
cate that our study on drawing straight lines might gener-
alize to curved lines, although further experiments will be
required to provide a definite answer.

Trajectory metrics
Accot et al. proposed an extension of Fitts’ Law for tasks
involving cursor trajectories within “tunnels” [1]. How-
ever, they compare the tunnels, and not the lines intended
by the user. Other efforts proposed curve matching dis-
tances, such as Fréchet’s [2] and Hausdorff’s [3], or cus-
tomized distances [14, 17]. These metrics depend on both
the position and the orientation of the trajectory, and the
orientation cannot be isolated. However, isolating the ori-
entation is crucial for our study because measures based
on position introduce supplemental shift information.

Mackenzie et al. introduced six measures of a trajectory’s
quality [13]. Four are only based on position, and two
on orientation: Mouvement Direction Change (MDC) and
Orthogonal Direction Change (ODC). As the second mea-
sure is not relevant in our context, we use a generalisation
of the MDC, that takes into account the inflection points.

Keefe and al. proposed a measure of the direction differ-
ence between curves [10]. We used a simplified version
for straight lines in our experiment.

EXPERIMENT

Apparatus
The experiment was performed on a laptop computer with
an Intel Core i7, 2.6 GHz processor and a NVidia GT
650M graphic card, using a custom-designed application
programmed in the Cocoa framework. We used a 24 inch
standard display at its native resolution of 1920x1200 pix-
els, and a 24 inch interactive pen display (Wacom Cintiq

Center
(displayed origin)

Current corridor

Successive corridor
locations

Line drawn

Figure 3. The task: participants have to draw a straight radius
from the center of the circle through a corridor. The corridor is

successively displayed at twelve different locations on the circle, in a
counterclockwise order.

24HD touch, with touch disabled) with the same resolu-
tion. Participants used the pen (Wacom Grip Pen) on the
pen display both in the direct and the indirect conditions.
The strokes generated by the participants were shown on
the pen display in the direct condition, and on the standard
display in the indirect condition (Figure 4). The pressure
sensitivity of the pen was disabled during the experiments.

Task and Participants
We chose a task that induced a target locking behaviour
since this was identified as the natural behaviour when
drawing with physical pen and paper [9]. According to
Tchalenko, target locking can be induced by asking par-
ticipants to draw a line from a displayed origin to a non-
displayed target [18]. Our participants were presented
with a circle with 12cm radius the center of which was
displayed as a small square (the displayed origin). They
had to draw a radius from that center to the non-displayed
intersection of the middle of a corridor with the circle
(Figure 3). The corridor was successively presented at
twelve different locations counter-clockwise (Figure 3).
We chose to display corridors that were parallel to the ra-
dius in order to encourage the drawing of straight lines.
A different corridor orientation may affect the trajectory
performed by the participants [5].

We asked participants to perform the task in two different
drawing styles:

• in meticulous drawing, participants were instructed to
carefully and precisely draw straight lines, and to ignore
any time constraint;

• in ballistic drawing, participants were instructed to
draw lines with a quick movement. This particular ges-
ture is typical of sketching tasks.

We recruited 16 right-handed participants, aged 41 on av-
erage ([24-65], stddev=15.4). All were novices in digital
drawing.

Interaction techniques
The tasks were performed in 4 different techniques:



Figure 4. Direct vs. Indirect setup: in direct interaction (left)
participants only interact with the pen display. In indirect

interaction (right) they draw on the pen display while looking at the
standard display

DIRECT
The circle is shown on the interactive pen display. Partic-
ipants interact directly on the display (Figure 4, left).

INDIRECT
The circle is displayed on the standard display. Then the
pen is used on the pen display whose output is set to a
plain grey area (Figure 4, right). The C/D gain is set
to 1: the cursor runs the same distance on the screen as
the physical displacement of the pen. This is a device-
independant mesure (mm/mm).

HOMOGENOUS
Same as INDIRECT, but using a homogenous gain of 2.
The cursor runs twice the distance on screen as the physi-
cal displacement of the pen.

HETEROGENOUS
Same as INDIRECT, but using a heterogenous gain: the
gain is 2 on the x axis and 1 on the y axis.

Design
The study was conducted in a silent room. Participants
were sitting in front of the pen display which was at 30◦
of angle from the horizontal (Figure 4). The standard
display was placed behind the pen display, aligned with
it and facing the participant. At the beginning of a ses-
sion, the investigator explained the procedure to the par-
ticipant. We used a within-subject design: each partic-
ipant drew radii targeting 12 different angles in each of
the 4 techniques (DIRECT, INDIRECT, HOMOGENOUS,
HETEROGENOUS). Each technique was tested in metic-
ulous and ballistic drawing, with 8 repetitions. Overall,
we recorded: 16 (participants) x 4 (technique) x 2 (draw-
ing style) x 12 (angles) x 8 (repetitions) = 12288 trajec-
tories. Each new combination of technique and drawing
style started with a training phase in which participants
performed 24 trials (2 series of 12 angles). The order
of presentation of drawing styles was balanced between

2 groups of 8 participants. Within each groups, we bal-
anced the presentation order of the techniques. In a post-
experiment interview, participants scored the techniques
according to their preferences.

Measures
To observe a potential effect of indirectness and gain on
drawing performance and quality, we investigated com-
pletion time and 3 measures of drawing quality focused
on the orientation of the strokes. Completion Time (CT)
is the time from the first contact event to the last contact
event. The quality of the orientation is evaluated from
three measures:

• Orientation Error (OE): the deviation of the global
line orientation from the prescription (the straight ra-
dius passing through the center of the corridor). This
measure is a simplified version of the measure used in
Keefe et al. [10]. OE is computed with the following
steps, which are illustrated on figure 5. First, we re-
sample the pen events so that no two events are closer
than 10 pixels from each other. This results in a suc-
cession of small straight segments. We use the me-
dian value of the orientation of all the segments as the
global orientation of the drawn line. The orientation er-
ror (OE) is the absolute difference between this global
orientation and the prescription. Compared to a linear
regression, this approach is more robust to outliers.

• Orientation Variability (OV): the amount of angle
variation during the drawing of the line. This measure
uses the sampling from the OE measure. For each seg-
ment, we compute its signed deviation compared to the
prescription. OV is the absolute difference between the
10% and 90% quantiles of the distribution of deviations
(figure 5).

• Number of Inflection points (NI): NI is the number of
inflection points of the drawn curve.
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Figure 5. OE and OV computation: After resampling of the line
into small segments, the orientations of each segment are ordered.
OE is the absolute difference between the prescription and median
orientations. OV is the absolute difference between the 10% and

90% quantile orientations
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Figure 6. Results (means and 95% CI): a) Completion Time (CT, in seconds), b) Orientation Error (OE, in degrees), c) Orientation Variability
(OV, in degrees) and d) Number of Inflexion points (NI, in occurrences) for the four techniques for both ballistic (left) and meticulous (right)

drawing styles

Results
We first investigated the effect of the angle of the corridor
location on OE, OV, NI and CT. Drawing vertical lines,
for example, is known to be more difficult than horizon-
tal lines because the corresponding gesture recruits more
joints of the arm. However, we did not find any significant
effect of the angle on the 4 measures. This could be ex-
plained by the fact that we did not constrain participants’
posture during the experiment: they could adjust their po-
sition to allow the most comfortable gesture in each tar-
get orientation. As a consequence, for each measure OE,
OV NI and CT and for each combination of participant,
drawing type and technique, we aggregated the values for
all the angles and we used the median in further computa-
tions.

Shapiro tests revealed that the distribution of medians
across participants of OE, OV, NI and CT did not follow a
Normal distribution. We thus conducted non-parametric
statistical tests. Effect of factors were assessed with
Friedman tests, and post-hoc pairwise comparison with
Wilcoxon tests with Bonferroni adjustment. Results are
presented in Figure 6. The superimposition of all the lines
drawn by the participants is presented in Figure 1.

Completion Time
Completion Times (CT) are represented in Figure 6a. A
Friedman test revealed a significant global effect of the
interaction technique on CT, both in meticulous and bal-
listic drawing (resp, p=1.42e-03 and p=5.21e-03). Post-
hocs revealed that (1) for ballistic drawing CT was signif-
icantly smaller with DIRECT than with HETEROGENOUS
(p < 0.05) with a 17% improvement and (2) in meticulous
drawing CT was significantly smaller with DIRECT than
with INDIRECT and HETEROGENOUS (p < 0.01) with a
respective improvement of 55% and 54%. We found no
significant difference of CT between the indirect interac-
tion techniques for both ballistic and meticulous drawing.

Orientation Error
Orientation Errors (OE) are presented in Figure 6b. A
Friedman test revealed a significant global effect of the

interaction technique on OE, both in meticulous and bal-
listic drawing (resp. p=2.09e-05 and p=1.56e-05). Post-
hocs revealed that (1) in ballistic drawing OE was signif-
icantly smaller with DIRECT than with INDIRECT, HO-
MOGENOUS and HETEROGENOUS (p < 0.001) with re-
spective improvements of 43%, 38% and 40% and (2)
in meticulous drawing OE was significantly smaller with
DIRECT than with INDIRECT, HOMOGENOUS and HET-
EROGENOUS (p < 0.001) with respective improvements of
32%, 37%, and 29%. We found no significant difference
between each one of the indirect techniques both in bal-
listic and meticulous drawing. This can be observed on
Figure 1: the lines drawn with the indirect techniques fit
in a larger sector than the ones drawn with DIRECT.

Orientation Variability
Orientation Variabilities (OV) are presented in Figure 6c.
A Friedman test revealed a significant global effect of
the interaction technique on OV in meticulous drawing
(p=7.22e-08) but not in ballistic drawing. Post-hocs re-
vealed that in meticulous drawing (1) OV was signifi-
cantly smaller with DIRECT than with INDIRECT, HO-
MOGENOUS and HETEROGENOUS (p < 0.001) with re-
spective improvements of 30%, 42% and 38% and (2) OV
was significantly smaller with INDIRECT than with HO-
MOGENOUS and HETEROGENOUS (p < 0.05) with respec-
tive improvements of 17% and 14%. We found no signifi-
cant difference between HOMOGENOUS and HETEROGE-
NOUS. This can be observed on the irregularity of the lines
in Figure 1: there is more irregularity on the lines drawn
with indirect techniques than on the lines drawn with DI-
RECT.

Number of Inflection points
Number of Inflection points (NI) are represented in Fig-
ure 6d. A Friedman test revealed a significant global ef-
fect of the interaction technique on NI in ballistic draw-
ing (p=2.63e-03) but not in meticulous drawing. Post-
hocs revealed that in ballistic drawing NI was significantly
smaller with INDIRECT than with HETEROGENOUS (p <
0.01) with a 25% improvement.
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Figure 7. Results: Qualitative score of the techniques (greater is
better).

Subjective Evaluation
Participants’ preferences were represented by a score in
the set {1, 2, 3, 4}, 4 being the most preferred technique.
Results are presented in Figure 7. A Friedmann rank sum
test revealed that there was a significant effect of the inter-
action technique on participant’s rankings (p=5.85e-07).
We performed a pairwise comparisons using a Wilcoxon
rank sum test with Bonferroni adjustment. It revealed that
participants ranked the DIRECT interaction technique sig-
nificantly better than each one of the indirect techniques
(p<0.001). Moreover, we noticed that DIRECT was unan-
imously ranked as the preferred technique by all partic-
ipants. The test also revealed that INDIRECT and HO-
MOGENOUS were significantly ranked above HETEROGE-
NOUS (p<0.05).

DISCUSSION

Direct vs. indirect
Our experiment provides evidence that the direct interac-
tion supported by interactive pen displays is better suited
than the indirect interaction of graphics tablets with re-
gard to drawing oriented lines for novice users. Partici-
pants were in general faster in the direct interaction tech-
nique, while achieving a more accurate general orientation
of the stroke and less variation of orientation. From a sub-
jective point of view, participants clearly expressed their
preference for the direct interaction, all of them giving it
the highest ranking. Some participants felt that they were
traveling larger distances in INDIRECT than in DIRECT.

In order to better understand the effect of the eye-hand dis-
sociation in indirect interaction, we focus on the results of
the DIRECT and INDIRECT techniques, both using a C/D
gain of 1, and disregard the results of HOMOGENOUS and
HETEROGENOUS. This analysis is summarized in table 1.

When performing ballistic drawing, participants had 43%
less orientation error (OE) in DIRECT than in INDIRECT,

�

�

�

�

Ballistic Meticulous
CT - DIRECT<INDIRECT

OE DIRECT<INDIRECT DIRECT<INDIRECT

OV - DIRECT<INDIRECT

NI - -
Table 1. Effect of indirectness on Completion Time (CT),

Orientation Error (OE), Orientation Variability (OV) and Number
of Inflexion points (NI) for both ballistic (left) and meticulous

(right) drawing

but we found no significant difference in OV, NI and CT.
Our interpretation is as follows: ballistic drawing is con-
strained in time, which explains the lack of difference in
CT. In addition, this leaves fewer opportunities for users to
adjust their gesture. Few adjustments implies few NI and
few OV, which here again explains the lack of significant
differences. With few possible adjustments, the general
direction of the stroke is close to the initial direction taken
by the hand. Our experiment provides empirical evidences
that it is more difficult to throw the hand in the correct ori-
entation when there is eye-hand dissociation, i.e. when
using an indirect interaction technique.

When performing meticulous drawing, we found a small
but significant difference in OE (0.4 degree) between DI-
RECT and INDIRECT. As the drawing was not constrained
in time, participants took all the time needed to draw a
“good” line. But to achieve a similar OE, participant
required 55% more time in INDIRECT compared to DI-
RECT. In addition, even though we found no significant
difference in the number of inflection points (NI), DIRECT
yielded 30% less orientation variability (OV) than INDI-
RECT. One interpretation is that the adjustment frequency
is a participant’s characteristic, while the adjustment “in-
tensity” depends on the interaction technique. To summa-
rize, participants were able to achieve a stroke orientation
almost as good in INDIRECT as in DIRECT when perform-
ing meticulous drawing, but at the cost of significantly
lower performance and lower production quality. This
provides another light to the greater difficulty of drawing
oriented lines in indirect interaction compared to direct in-
teraction.

Effect of the gain in indirect techniques
We now discuss the effect of the gain by focusing on the
comparisons between the indirect techniques only (i.e. ig-
noring the results for DIRECT). Some participants ex-
pressed that they appreciated HOMOGENOUS more than
INDIRECT because they found it practical to travel less
distance on the tablet than needed on the screen. However,
other participants complained that it was “too sensitive”.
HETEROGENOUS was considered “disturbing” by a ma-
jority of participants, even though they could not explain
why.

The analysis of the quantitative results for indirect interac-
tions is summarized in Table 2. The gain affected the vari-
ability of the orientation (OV) in the case of meticulous
drawing, with INDIRECT yielding 17% less variability
than HOMOGENOUS and 14% less variability than HET-
EROGENOUS. Furthermore, INDIRECT lead to 25% less

�

�

�

�

Ballistic Meticulous
CT - -
OE - -
OV - INDIRECT < HOMOGENOUS

INDIRECT<HETEROGENOUS

NI INDIRECT<HETEROGENOUS -
Table 2. Effect of gain on Completion Time (CT), Orientation

Error (OE), Orientation Variability (OV) and Number of Inflexion
points (NI) for both ballistic (left) and meticulous (right) drawing



NI than HETEROGENOUS in ballistic drawing. Consider-
ing the important distortion of the heterogeneous condi-
tion (2:1), our study reveals that the effect of a non homo-
geneous gain is quite limited.

Taken together, the quantitative and qualitative results in-
dicate that, even though some participants appreciated the
reduction in physical movement offered by the gain, de-
parting from a C/D gain of 1 reduced the quality of the
production by increasing the variability of the line di-
rection. This is a surprising result considering that the
HOMOGENOUS condition, for example, required half the
amount of pen motion compared to INDIRECT in a similar
amount of time, hence participants had less opportunity
to make corrections. However, the gain amplified the dif-
ficulty of aiming in the correct direction, as revealed in
the “direct vs. indirect” analysis, which may explain the
greater orientation variability.

We did not include gains lower than 1 in our studies, fur-
ther studies will be required to study if reducing the gain
may improve the quality of the production while remain-
ing at an acceptable level of performance.

CONCLUSION
In this paper we studied the influence of indirectness on
the use of pen devices by novice users in ballistic and
meticulous drawing, both in terms of performance and
production quality. We showed that indirectness degrades
drawing performances and yields greater orientation error
and variability depending on the type of gesture. Overall,
our experiment indicates that the benefits of the eye-hand
dissociation, i.e. removing the hand occlusion and allow-
ing ideal hand and gaze configurations, do not counterbal-
ance the difficulty of inferring the initial orientation of the
drawing gesture. In addition, we showed that modifying
the gain of the device increases the variability of the stroke
orientation.

In the future, we intend to study (1) the evolution of our
results in the case of professional users (2) if our results
on drawing straight lines generalize to curved lines and (3)
how novel interaction techniques could reduce the orien-
tation error and variability when drawing with an indirect
pen. In particular, we plan to investigate if a graphical dis-
play of the predicted trajectory of the pen can be useful for
quickly correcting the drawing gesture.
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